
The 4 Streams of Partial Truth

There are many ‘streams’ out there among those who profess faith in Jesus’ work to bring us back into
Father’s family. These ‘streams’ are a flow of theology that the adherents stick to which defines who they
are. The various Protestant denominations are an example of such streams, as are the Charismatic and
Pentecostal systems. Each stream has a percentage of spiritual truth, but  not all of it, even though the
adherents earnestly think they have the lot.

It’s important to remember that all truth resides in The Truth himself, not theology, church dogma or the
professional Christian leading the group.  Truth in the Kingdom is defined as what is real, not what’s a
construct of the human mind. Alternatively, it can be defined as everything that the Trinity knows. That
divine knowledge is so vast, the little we think we know is infinitesimally tiny. 

It has been stated that we could spend all of our existence in eternity learning the truth from the Trinity
and we would know it all. I didn’t agree with that because once we are out of our human bodies and living
as a spirit in a glorified body, we are are plugged into the Trinity network and we have access to all their
knowledge.

In regard to the here-&-now, the Kingdom is eliminating theology from sons and teaching them spiritual
truth (i.e. what’s spiritually real). There is an exit of sons from the church system, which will have Grace
withdrawn from it. This is what Father informed Mike Parsons in 2020:

“It is time for a shift in season for those who are establishing Heaven on Earth. The time is coming to
move to grace and greater grace; but only those who know the desires of My heart will discern this
change. Those still operating in the wilderness will have My grace begin to be removed from their
wilderness ministries. I desire My children to come out of the wilderness of the Moses generation and
enter into their inheritance, so I am going to diminish My grace from DIY path religion.”1

The Spirit has been working since the 1980s (at least) to bring Father’s people out of religion and into the
freedom of  sonship2.  In  this  season,  the  New Ekklesia  will  burgeon as  the  numbers  grow and their
Kingdom knowledge expands. 

Within those who came out, many re-established the church system in their homes, ‘re-badging’ them
house churches. Father advised us recently that the “re-badging” of the old that we did was a mistake.
What was needed was the new wineskin of an organism to hold the knowledge of the Kingdom the way
he wanted it. In our ignorance and immaturity, we fell for this re-invention ‘trap’ in the 1980s, but Father
wasn’t displeased with us. Instead (as I understand it now) he was pleased that we stepped out in faith to
do what we knew we were to do. We have since been redirected to form Kingdom Communities in our
city which function as an organism, not an organisation. As of the start of this year, we are now moving to
redevelop into many of the Embassies of Heaven housing instances of New Ekklesia.

Others this century have moved further in exploring gateways Father has opened to those who had the
mind and the faith to move through. Many have seen these different groups as cults, or even calling the
members heretics, regarding them as having lost their way. We also belong to this conglomeration of
different “leanings”. Father calls these “streams” and there are a number of them which he is fostering
and planning to bring together for his purpose. 

The streams of truth which are of importance at this time in Father’s plans for the Kingdom are those
which will bring about the changes necessary for The Restoration of All Things to become a focus of
sons. As Father told Mike Parsons:

“Son, the four streams of truth relating to the Restoration of All Things will need to be expanded upon
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and unified into what will become the foundational governmental understanding for restoration.” 3

He also told Mike Parsons in 2020 of the importance of these streams and that he was to:

“[R]eveal the 4 streams of partial truth that are becoming one river of true reality and abundant life to
fill the Earth with My glory once again.”4

Notice that these 4 streams only possess part of the truth, in that they know only a portion of spiritual
reality required for the effective implementation of The Restoration of All Things. They all ascent to the
Kingdom of  Heaven on Earth,  but  their  forerunners  have  been led  to  focus  on one specific  area of
importance.  When brought  together  by appropriate  teaching,  these  streams will  have  the  truth  that’s
required to bring about these massive changes on the Earth. What they do have in common (outside of the
Kingdom and sonship) is belief in the truth of ‘The Restoration of All Things’. 

Father outlined more about these 4 streams to Mike during 2020:

“Son, the four streams of truth relating to the restoration of all things will need to be expanded upon…
Realised Eschatology, Christian Universalism, Heavenly Governmental Sonship and Energy frequency
healing are the four legs to the chair but if you take one away, the chair cannot function. These 4
streams are  flowing from different  directions  towards the same unified goal.  Legislate  for  this  to
continue and for the forerunners in each stream to begin to resonate together.”5

Those 4 streams are these:

1. Realised Eschatology – These are those who hold to the understanding “that the eschatological
passages in the New Testament do not refer to the future, but instead refer to the ministry of Jesus
and his lasting legacy. Eschatology is therefore not the end of the world but its rebirth instituted by
Jesus  and  continued  by  his  disciples,  a  historical  (rather  than  trans-historical)  phenomenon.”6

Preterist7 and Historical Eschatologies fit basically into this category, although there are variations
within them which causes some people to think outside of Realised Eschatology.

2. Christian Universalism – This is the belief “focused around the doctrine of universal reconciliation
– the view that all human beings will ultimately be saved and restored to a right relationship with
God. Christian universalism and the belief or hope in the universal reconciliation through Christ can
even  be  understood  as  synonyms…Christians  from a  diversity  of  denominations  and  traditions
believe  in  the  tenets  of  Christian  universalism,  such  as  the  reality  of  an  afterlife  without  the
possibility of eternal punishment in hell.”8

3. Heavenly Governmental Sonship – These are sons who are already operating in the role we were
intended to have at creation. They are planet-managers ruling out of Heaven onto the face of the
Earth. “[G]race is coming to little groups scattered all over the globe. Governmental hubs are being
birthed again now, in living rooms, in IHOPs (houses of prayer), in Spirit led churches, in the office,
in the secret place…The faithful saints are fully involved in the government of Heaven, completing
the  acts  written  in  the  ‘Books  of  Destiny’ (Psalms  139:16).  They  are  the  Ecclesia  in  Heaven,
working with the Ecclesia of Earth, together as one family.”9

4. Energy Frequency Healing – This is part of the understanding that modern ‘Christian mystics’
have.10 “As we drink deeper and deeper of the union we have with the Divine Essence, beautiful-
amazing things will happen to the body. The frequency of our bodies will shift and we will find we
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are not "really from here", we are "not of this world"”11 This will cause “A planet-wide shift into a
higher frequency, a higher dimension, touching everyone.”12 This will bring healing to creation as
part of The Restoration of All Things. How does it work? “I asked [Jesus] how he walked on water.
He said He could have done it by hovering over it but He didn’t. “I was able to control the vibration
of the water and it became solid when I put my feet on it”. That gave me the understanding that we
can learn how to control the vibration, the frequency of matter, because everything is just energy
vibrating at a particular frequency. He showed me lots of miracles and how He did them.”13

Initially there were 3 streams that Father talked to Mike about. At that time Father had bulked together
Heavenly Governmental  Sonship and Energy Frequency Healing within the heading of  Mystics.  The
reason for that was probably because mystics were being trained by Father as they learned to inhabit
Heaven, with some being led to focus on frequencies and others on apostolic governance. These would
eventually merge as they came to recognise and accept the truth in the other streams. In a conversation
with Father Mike was told that:

“there are three streams coming together. At present, there are a handful of people who flow with two
of those streams, and even fewer who embrace all three. For now, each is mostly blind to the direction
that the others are coming from but they will merge in the flow of the restoration of all things.

• The Christian Universalists are travelling towards both a realised eschatology and an open heaven
   mystical flow.
• The Mystics are travelling towards a realised eschatology and universal restoration.

• The  Realised  Eschatologists are travelling towards the mystical and the restoration of all  things
   position.” 14

These streams will merge to form into a unified whole which will be a powerful, mighty ‘river’ which
will propel sons down the path of restoration:

“The 4 streams of thought that are converging into one mighty river are: Mystic Sonship, Realised
Eschatology, Universal Reconciliation, Energy Frequency Healing” 15

It is the forerunners who Father has installed in these 4 streams who have been challenging the errors of
the Christian religion to bring truth to the fore, freeing more believers to become sons who rely only on
hearing from Heaven.

“The scandal of religion is being challenged by those forerunners who have been hidden within the
various streams but are now coming out of obscurity to challenge the deceptions of the systems which
have kept My children from knowing Me and knowing the fullness of their destinies. It is time for the
deceptions to be exposed, so that My children can be free from the bondages that have kept them from
their true relationship with Me as Father and their true identity as sons.” 16

There you have it. The Restoration of All Things is about to “break forth” on the scene and nothing will
be the same again. 

The “new normal” won’t be what politicians and the Elite have been telling us.

IMPORTANT: Although I’ve quoted quite a lot from what Father has told Mike Parsons, we have been
travelling independently of Mike in the direction of these 4 streams over the past 5 year as Father has
lead us and taught us. We have also assented to ‘The Restoration of All Things’ (i.e. aligned with Heaven
on that). We are being prepared to be part of the team who is bringing restoration to Earth & the cosmos.

11 – Justin Abraham (2016)  “Beyond Fully Human” p:11   [e-book]
12 – Justin Abraham (2016)  “Beyond Fully Human” p:61   [e-book]
13 – Mike Parsons (2018) “My Journey Beyond Beyond” p:72   [kindle]
        www.amazon.com.au/My-Journey-Beyond-autobiographical-intimacy-ebook/dp/B07K1LYTTF 
14 – Mike Parsons (15-8-2019) “266. A Happy Eschatology”   freedomarc.blog/2019/08/15/266-a-happy-eschatology 
15 – Mike Parsons () “MODULE 12: The Restoration Of All Things Part 2 Session 2” [PDF]
16 – Mike Parsons (2019) “Vision Destiny 2019 – Part 10” slide #11
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NOTE:  Mike Parson’s website requires a free logon and password

Laurence
24-2-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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